T/STRUCTURE

EL: = +

45'-2 3/4" R1 MAX

HEIGHT EL: = +

35'-0"

GRADE EL: = +

0'-0" (26.0 CIVIL)

T/CONC SLAB @ INTERIOR EL: = +

-4'-3"

LEVEL 1 T/TRUSS EL: = +

4'-11"

LEVEL 2 T/TRUSS EL: = +

14'-5"

LEVEL 3 T/TRUSS EL: = +

24'-6 1/4"

LEVEL 4 T/TRUSS EL: = +

34'-7"

ROOF T/TRUSS EL: = +

45'-2"

B/TRUSS EL: = +

23'-4 1/4"

LEVEL 4 B/TRUSS EL: = +

33'-5"

LEVEL 4 B/TRUSS EL: = +

44'-2"

LEVEL 4 B/TRUSS EL: = +

13'-3 1/4"

LEVEL 4 B/TRUSS EL: = +

3'-9"

LEVEL 4 T/BUILT-UP SUB-FLR EL: = +

35'-5"

T/CONC SLAB LP GARAGE EL: = +

-5'-0"

UNIT 1
UNIT 2
UNIT 3
UNIT 3
LEVEL 1 COMMON
LEVEL 2
LEVEL 3
LEVEL 4 COMMON
LEVEL 4
LEVEL 4 PENTHOUSE

BUILDING SECTION
EAST DRIVE EAST-WEST SECTION (OFF BRYANT AVE)